Abstract. Let E be the equivalence relation determined by the orbits of a group G acting on a set X and let AT be a group. Using a "sandwich" function
I. Introduction
Let E be an equivalence relation on a set X and let (K, +) be a group, not necessarily abelian, with identity 0. Let <p: K -» X be a function and let M := M(X, E, K, <p) = {/: X -» K\f is constant on each is-class in X} . Under function addition, (M, +) is a group. When we define a sandwich multiplication * on M by f*g = f(pg (the usual composition of functions), f, g e M, then (M, +, *) is a (right) near-ring, a subnear-ring of the "full" sandwich near-ring studied by Fuchs [1] . In fact, if E is the identity equivalence relation on X then M is the full sandwich near-ring M{X, K, <p) of Fuchs. (Also, see Fuchs and Pilz [2] .) Let X be a group and let S be a group acting on X. We let E be the equivalence relation determined by the orbits of the action of S on X, take K = X, and take q> to be the identity map on X . Then M(X, E, K, <p) is the near-ring of invariants studied in [3] .
As a further interpretation let E be the conjugacy relation on a group G determined by the inner automorphisms of G. Suppose we have a representation p of G by matrices over a field K. Then M(G, E, K, <p) contains the near-ring generated by the characters of the representation p.
We next show that the structure of M(X, E, K, q>) is related to a problem of Wielandt [6] . To this end, suppose a group G acts on a set X, (g, x) i-> x8 , x e X, g e G. Following Wielandt, we say <1> is a fc-relation on X if <P is a subset of Xk , the Cartesian product of X with k factors. The k-relation O is said to be G-invariant, denoted by Oefc-rel(G), if <Pg = <J> for all g e G, where <D* = {(af , ... , a{)\{ax, ... , ak) £ <D} .
Let K be a group, \K\ > 2, and let M{Xk, K) = {/: Xk ^ K}, a group under function addition. For g e G, f G Af (Xfc, A") we let g act on f hy f8(x) = f(xg ), x 6 Xk . It is straightforward to verify that G acts as a group of automorphisms of M(Xk , K). For & C Xk defined a function fa: Xk -> A~ by ./<i>(x) = 0 if x G O and by /*(x) = a if x £ <D where a is some nonzero element of AT. Then f® is in Af (Xk , AT) and f^ -f<^s for each g e G. In fact, if y G 0* then y = xg for some xeO.so /JOO = /•((**)*"') = Mx) = 0; while if j; £ 0* then ^"' f <J>, so /Kj) = ^0, i-e., /| = /** as desired. If we take Fixfc(G) = {/ g A/(A"*, K)\fg = f for all g £ G} then O g fc -rel(G) «*• /* € Fix^(G). For <D G fc -rel(G) <» <D* = <DV# e G. It follows from the above discussion that fq,=ft>. But f£ = ft> also implies <I>£ = O, so we have Oefc-rel(G) is equivalent to f& G Fix^(G).
For / G M(Xk ,K) and c eK define <&(/ = c) = {x G A*|/(x) = c}, which is a level surface for /.
Theorem 1.1 [6] . Let a group G act on a set X and let E denote the equivalence relation determined by the orbits of G. The following are equivalent:
(1) feFixk(G); (2) feM(Xk,E,K,(p);
Proof. (1) => (2) . Let / G Fixfc(G) and let x, j; be in the same orbit determined by G acting on X. Then xg = y for some g G G so /(y) = /(x«~') = fg(x) = f(x) since / G Fixfc(G), hence / G M(Xk , E, K, <p).
(2) =*■ (3). Let x G <J>(/ = c). We show x* g <!>(/ = c) for each g g (7. Since x and xg are in the same orbit, f{xg) = f(x) = c since / G M{Xk ,E,K,q>).
Thus x* G <D(/ = c) so (<D(/ = c))« C <&(/ = c). But then 0(/ = c) = ((0(/ = c))£~')g C (0(/ = c))g gives the reverse inclusion. If we refer to the elements of M{X, E, K, <p) as invariant functions, we have shown that a level surface of an invariant function is an invariant krelation and conversely. Thus problems in the study of invariant relations are equivalent to problems in M(X, E, K, <p). It is hoped that information about the structure of this near-ring will provide information about invariant relations and ultimately information about permutation groups via the Wielandt program.
In our final result of this section we show that when considering structural properties, the near-ring of invariants, M(X, E, K, <p) can be considered a full sandwich near-ring. Theorem 1.2. Let E be an equivalence relation on a set X, let K be a group, and let M{X, E, K, <p) be the near-ring of invariants. Then M{X, E, K, <p) is isomorphic to a full sandwich near-ring M(X/E, K, >//). Proof. Let n: X -► X/E be the canonical map. Then for g: X/E -> K, gn maps X into K. If x, y are elements of X in the same £-class then n(x) = n{y), so gn e M(X, E, K, q>). We also note that y/ :-n<p maps A" into X/E. We thus have a function T: M(X/E, K, y/) -> Af(X ,E,K,<p), T(g) = . For /, g G il/(*/£, A", ^), T(/ + g) = r(/) + T(^) and T(/ * g) = if*g)tl = /V<?'7 = fn(Pgn = r(/)*T(g); thus r is a near-ring homomorphism. If g G KerT then gn = 0 in A/^is, A", p), which means g is 0 in M{X/E, K, y/). Further T is surjective, for if /? g M(X, E, K, y>), we let X/E1 = {£Q} and define h: X/ii -» A" by h(Ea) = h(x) where x is any element in Ea . The function h is well defined in M(X/E, K, y/) and T(A) = h . Thus T is an isomorphism as desired.
For the remainder of the paper we use M(X/E, K, y/) with \X/E\ > 1. We conclude this section by giving a brief outline of the paper. In the next section we characterize when M :-M(X/E, K, y/) has an identity, and in this case, we determine the group of units. We turn in §111 to the internal structure, investigating when M is a simple near-ring and when M has no (M, M)-subgroups other than M and the constant subnear-ring Mc. In the final section we turn to a more external viewpoint and characterize when K is a v-primitive M-group, v = 0, 1,2.
II. Identity and group of units
In this short section we determine when M = M(X/E, K, y/) has an identity and if this is the case we characterize the group of units of M.
Theorem II.1. Let M = M(X/E, K, y/). Then M has an identity «• y/: K -> X/E is a bisection.
Proof. Suppose y/ is a bijection and define e: X/E -+ K by e(Ea) = y/~i(Ea), VEa G X/E. For / g M and Ea g X/E, (f * e)Ea -fyiyj-x{Ea) = f (Ea) and (e * f){Ea) = e{y/f(Ea) = y/~\y/f{Ea)) = f{Ea). Hence e is an identity for M. Conversely, suppose y/ is not a bijection. If y/ is not surjective then for some Ep G X/E, Efi £ y/{K). Define h G M by h{Efi) = ko G A" and for Ey ^ Ep , h{Ey) = k\ ^ ko. There is no function k G M such that h*k -h so there are no right identities. In a similar manner, if y/ is not injective, say y/{k\) = y/iki), k\ / kj, then if we define g g M by g(Eai) = k\ and g(is£) = &2 for ft ^ a' we find there are no left identities.
We now suppose M has an identity, e, so from the above theorem, y/ is a bijection. Thus for each / G M{X/E, K, y/), fy/£ M{K) = {g:K ^K}.
We now show that the function <1>: M -* M(K), f t-+ fyi is an isomorphism. We note that if C(n) denotes the cyclic group of order n and if X is a set with an equivalence relation E such that \X/E\ = n , then, if we let y/ be any bijection, y/: K -* X/E, we have Un(Af) = S" where Sn is the symmetric group on ^-symbols and M = M(X/E, C(n), y/). In this case the identity for the near-ring M is not the identity function.
III. Simplicity and (M, A/)-simplicity
We next turn to a study of the internal structure of a near-ring M{X/E, K, y/) of invariants. We are particularly interested in the two-sided ideals of M and the (M, A/)-subgroups of M, i.e., those subgroups (B, +) of (M, +) such that MB C B and BM C B. To this end, the set %f = {H < K\H + y C y/-ly/(y) V> G A"} will be very useful.
We note that {0} G ^, and by taking y = 0, we see that if H e % then H C y/~ly/(0). Further, the translation property, H + y C y/~ly/{y) implies that each class y/~xy/{y) is a union of cosets of H. and / G Af. Then (/ * t)(Ea) = (f * t)(Ep), hence f*teT.
On the other hand, t * f e Mc for each t e T, f g Af, so T is an (A/, Af )-group with Afc C T C Af, i.e., Af is not (Af, Af)-simple.
If |^(A")| = 1 then, for each /, g e M, /* g e Mc. In fact, for Ea, Ep e X/E, (f*g)(Ea) = fy/{gEa) = fy/(gEp) = {f*g){Ep). Before continuing the discussion of (Af, Af)-simplicity we introduce some notation. When \X/E\ = n < oo we can index the classes to obtain X/E = We have also established above that when y/ is not surjective and \X/E\ > 3 then Af is not (Af, Af )-simple.
Next, we take {0} f H e % and define S(H) = {f e M\f(X/E) C H}.
Since H e %, it is straightforward to verify that S(H) is an ideal of Af, consequently S(H) + Mc is an (Af, Af )-subgroup. In fact, for / G S(H), ca£ Afc,and g£ Af, g*(f+ca)-g*ca £ S{H), so g*{f + ca) E S(H) + MC. Since ( For any group G and any subnear-ring N of the near-ring M(G) of mappings on G, there is a natural action N x G -> G of N on G so that G is an TV-group. One then investigates various properties of this action. In this section we show that there exists a "natural" action of Af :-M(X/E, K, y/) on A" and we initiate a study of the Af-group K. Specifically, we characterize when A" is ^-primitive, v = 0, 1,2.
We first give our action of If A" is a 2-primitive Af-group then A" is a faithful Af-group and of type 2 where "type 2" means that A" has no nontrivial Af0-subgroups. Thus if K is not of type 2 then there exists a subgroup A of A", {0} ^ A ^ K with Mo' AC. A. From the above lemma this means A c y/~xy/(Q). The converse is also true. For if C is a subgroup of A" {0} ^ C ^ A, such that C C y/~ V(0), then again from the above lemma, Mo • C c C, so K is not of type 2.
